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1. Abstract 
 
Lessons learned from recent earthquakes in Turkey and Taiwan have lead to a considerable 
change in approach towards the assessment of site seismicity. In order to get a reasonable 
basis for reassessment, based on economic studies, remote sensing technologies provide 
promising options. The identification of faults within 10km (near fault) and 150km (far field) 
can be performed easily and combined with risk assessment. Eventually necessary field 
work can then be carried out very targeted and on limited scale. Beside the seismic risk 
information on groundwater tables or accumulation and other environmental features can 
also be studied using the satellite images. This provides a valuable tool in any public relation 
work and the procedures with authorities and IAEA missions.  
 
Estimating the likelihood of seismic hazard and the degree of damage, including damage of 
secondary effects is essential for damage mitigation planning. The present study is an 
attempt to integrate various data sets as LANDSAT ETM – and satellite radar (ERS) – data 
and geological and geophysical data to obtain a better understanding of processes 
influencing the damage intensity of stronger earthquakes. Special attention is given to the 
mapping of structural features visible on satellite imageries from the area in order to 
investigate the tectonic setting and to detect surface traces of fracture and fault zones that 
might influence the contour and degree of seismic shock and earthquake induced secondary 
effects as soil liquefaction. Special attention is focussed on active, neotectonic features. 
Linear features visible on remote sensing - data from the test area, thus, were mapped and 
risk areas delineated using ArcView – Geographic Information System (GIS) –technology. As 
risk areas were mapped those regions with higher risk of seismic wave amplification due to 
water saturated surfaces or due to intersecting fault zones guiding seismic waves. The 
evaluations were compared, correlated and combined with available geologic and geophysic 
data. The results of this study allow an application for seismic microzonation purposes. 
 
2. The Use of LANDSAT ETM and ERS Data for the Detection of Faults  

for Seismic Microzonation 
 
Estimating the likelihood of seismic hazard and the degree of damage, including damage of 
secondary effects is essential for damage mitigation planning of nuclear power plants. In 
order to provide guidance for emergency planning a thorough analysis of vulnerability is 
required. 
 



One important factor that must be accounted for in local hazard studies is the site effect 
caused by the surface and subsurface conditions. Earthquake damage may vary locally, 
being a function of the type of structures in the subsurface and / or soil mechanical ground 
conditions, as for example of faults and fractures, lithology or ground water table (Gupta, 
1991). Previous earthquakes have indicated that the damage and loss of life are mostly 
concentrated for example in areas underlain by deposits of soft soil. Soft soils amplify shear 
waves and thus, amplify ground shaking. It has been observed by macroseismic studies of 
topographic effects, that in valleys and depressions damage intensity was higher because of 
higher earthquake vibration. 
 
Other factors influence the strength of earthquake shaking at a site as well, including the 
earthquake's magnitude and the site's proximity to the fault. Source distance and depth, 
azimuthally variation of source radiation, inelastic absorption, and focussing effects of 
geologic structures are further influencing facts: Seismic waves travelling in the subsurface 
might be refracted at sharply outlined discontinuities as faults, and, thus, arrive at a 
summation effect that influences the damage intensity. Earthquakes often are guided along 
existing fault zones. Earthquake intensity, thus, can be amplified by guided seismic waves 
along fault zones. Fault zones could cause constructive interference of multiple reflections of 
seismic waves at the boundaries between fault zones and surrounding rocks. Precise 
delineation of those faults can be a veritable input in seismic risk analysis in order to improve 
the understanding of the influence of surface near tectonic structures on macro seismic 
intensity and on earthquake related faulting processes. Soil – structure interactions have to 
be studied as well in order to estimate the effects of future earthquakes. 
 
For this reason, it is important to study carefully the existing near-surface fracture and fault 
pattern in order to get a better understanding of the interaction between existing tectonic 
pattern and seismic wave propagation. Lineament analysis based on satellite radar 
imageries can provide many useful hints and information concerning the tectonic pattern and 
fault geometries 
 
Some of the results can be summarized as followed:  
 
 Linear features visible on digital enhanced LANDSAT ETM- and ERS radar imageries 

were mapped, see Fig.1 and 2. The lineament maps provide information concerning 
the tectonic pattern of the investigation area, especially the position of fracture zones 
and faults. Lineament maps were combined with available geologic and geophysic 
maps, see Fig.3. Many of the distinct lineaments visible on the satellite imageries could 
be verified as fault zones. Others seem to trace yet unknown fault zones.  

 Fault zones could cause constructive interference of multiple reflections of seismic 
waves at the boundaries between fault zones and surrounding rocks and, thus, amplify 
earthquake damage. Areas with intersecting fault zones were delineated and mapped 
as potential higher damage risk sites. 

 Traces of recent (present-day), active tectonic movements are clearly detectable in the 
surrounding areas on the satellite imageries. Evidence for neotectonism is indicated by 
geomorphologic features (sag-ponds, scarps, etc.), especially by the drainage pattern 
(bending and off-setting of rivers). 

 On the satellite imageries and topographic maps can be distinguished areas with a 
high concentration of lakes and wetlands. In case of stronger earthquakes 
macroseismic intensity usually is higher in those areas with water saturated surface-
near layers. The level of the ground water table has a dominating influence. Therefore 
these areas were mapped as risk areas with potential higher risk of damage. 

 Digital terrain data derived by radar imageries from the Shuttle Radar Topography 
Mission (SRTM) allow a detailed impression of the geomorphologic situation in the 



investigation area. Morphologic depressions and valleys in general are more affected 
by ground shaking than hills and ridges. The local, morphologic surface conditions 
contribute a dominating factor for seismic risk estimation. 

 
Based on the LANDSAT ETM- and ERS-data lineament analysis and mapping may be 
carried out in order to detect surface traces of fracture and fault zones that might influence 
the contour and degree of seismic shock. Linear arrangement of pixels depicting the same 
color / gray tone was mapped as linear features, lineation or lineaments. One important 
factor that must be accounted for in local hazard studies is the site effect caused by the 
surface and subsurface conditions. Earthquake damage may vary locally, being a function of 
the type of structures in the subsurface and / or soil mechanical ground conditions, as for 
example of faults and fractures, lithology or ground water table. Previous earthquakes have 
indicated that the damage and loss of life are mostly concentrated for example in areas 
underlain by deposits of soft soil. Soft soils amplify shear waves and, thus, amplify ground 
shaking. It has been observed by macroseismic studies of topographic effects, that in valleys 
and depressions damage intensity was higher because of higher earthquake vibration.  
 
Due to the viewing direction of radar the typical geometric distortions of SAR images 
preferentially enhance certain morphostructural features, others are suppressed. Changes in 
the intensity of SAR signal reflections are mainly correlated to variations of the relief, surface 
grain and humidity. Thus, radar imagery represents a valuable tool to detect small variations 
in the topography (Chorowicz et al., 1996). Studying offsets and deformation of topography 
and of young deposits, topographic anomalies, linear morphologic features as linear valleys, 
escarpments, etc., helps to identify faults on radar imageries. 
 

 
 
Fig.1: Lineament analysis based on Satellite Imageries 
 



 
Fig.2: Local Site Conditions as Result of the Assessment 
 

 
Fig.3: GIS Approach 
 
 



 
Fig.4: Earthquakes in the surrounding Areas 
 
 
 
3. VCDECISION SUPPORT SYSTEMS FOR THE DEFINITION OF THE SEISMIC INPUT 

ON STRUCTURES 
 
The link from singular to integrated systems shall be made by an electronic decision 
support system (VCDECIS, an intelligent integrated tool for plants, structures, equipment, 
vehicles and almost any other form of the built environment), based on neural computing 
technologies. The payoff in integrated operational and structural health monitoring is 
therefore significant. In this context, health monitoring is analogues to human health 
management, serving as the backbone of an integrated asset management program at the 
systems levels from civil infrastructures to automotive and aeronautic bodies as well as 
complex plants like an offshore wind energy park. Health monitoring and risk assessment of 
structures and equipment has gained importance considerably world wide. In our vision ten 
years from now the world should look different in this field. 
 
3.1 General 
Monitoring assessment and decision support of structures has become a major issue in our 
modern society. The current practice is a case to case approach by experts to specific 
problems. A well organized procedure based on standards has not been brought to maturity 
yet.  
 



 
 
VCDECIS is a system based on VCE’s experience with the monitoring and assessment of 
bridges. It is currently under development and consists of several modules. It shall provide all 
the necessary tools for decision making when monitoring data are available.  
 
3.2 Architecture 
The system consists of 5 modules which are: 
 

• The operation modus 
• The databases 
• The decision support module 
• The alert system 
• The output module 

 
The function of each module is explained in the following chapters. 
 
3.3 The operation modes 
The idea is to allow the operator to interact with the process. His individual assessment is 
important as well as the tasks to be performed.  
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Currently there are 8 operation modes which are: 
 

• Normal operation, performs the predefined standard procedures (default) 
• Low margin operation activates additional checks of the data and in doubt provides 

an assessment on a higher risk level. 
• Warning operation is done in the stage where a problem has been already identified. 

The time steps for re-assessment are shortened and the risk levels are increased. 
• Emergency operation means permanent online assessment and warning. Operator 

attendance is expected.  
• Forensic analysis means the analysis of events to learn from them. The data will 

systematically be scrutinized on indicators for failure. 
• Other applications allow combining existing methodologies or adding new items. It is 

the development platform also.  
• Scientific use allows the use of the data for any scientific purpose. No risk 

assessment is done and no warning is issued.  
• Prognosis module allows a prognosis from data if sufficient time series are available. 

This module will mainly be activated in systems working over a certain period. 
 
It has been recognized that a very strict application of rules is not feasible for our structures. 
The knowledge and intuition of the operators shall be taken into account to produce more 
useful results. A major problem is to avoid false alarms which are costly and provide 
problems for the reputation and acceptance of the system. 
 
3.4 Monitoring System and Databases  
This section consists of several sub-modules.  
 



 
 
3.4.1 Data Acquisition 
The data acquisition systems shall be carefully designed according to the requirements of 
the structure. All kind of input is desired such as: 
 

• Remote sensing data, which are purchased from ESA, NASA or other sources might 
form the basis for a very rough assessment of the structure, the exposure and the 
geographic settings. It is intended to take information on environmental conditions 
from these data.  

• Permanent installations are systems permanently installed in the structures according 
to the designers plans. It is useful to design a runtime version of the whole system for 
every permanent installation. This allows a much quicker elaboration of the results, 
because the input is well known in its structure. Such systems shall also be able to 
produce frequent reports automatically. Standard procedures for the correlation of 
data and eventual warnings (i.e. wind speed) shall be designed individually. This will 
be the standard application of VCDECIS. 

• A mobile monitoring unit will provide the necessary additional data to get more 
information about the structure or to look at specific elements of it. This application is 
only temporary.  

• Environmental data shall be collected from what sources available ever. Cross 
correlations between stations in remote places and the actual conditions for the 
structure shall be designed. A couple of standard transfers will be offered. A final 
target is to use data stored in the database already for a rough 1st assessment of any 
new project. Connections to eventual data sources shall be established for each case 
separately.  

 
3.4.2 Data Processing 
 
The data processing module takes over the incoming data from the internet. A plausibility 
check will be carried out in order to identify false readings or failed sensors. These obvious 
wrong data will be eliminated. All other data will be taken over and stored in its raw format for 
future work. Original raw data will be kept permanently.  
 
A predefined metadata protocol will be filled. All necessary information has to be provided by 
the responsible engineer. Data fusion also happens at this level. All data will be stored in a 
relational SQL database.  
 



 
 
 
3.4.3 GIS 
Geographic information systems provide the option to organize huge amount of data in a 
clear and structured way. It is used here to bring all information together which is necessary 
to conduct serious monitoring assessment and decision making. The list of information 
comprises the geographic information as well as all other necessary documents which are: 
 

 
 
 

• Maps in various details 
• Drawings of the structures 
• Photos and videos and other communication 
• Reports and documentation 



• Results of assessment and eventual summaries 
• Auto CAD drawings or other related documents 
• Hazard maps for seismic landslide or storm hazards 
• Satellite images of various kind 
• Infrastructure information 
• Topographic information 
• References and relation to the literature database 
• Any other useful information 

 

 
 

 
 
The design is made to enable an intuitive handling of the information. The user shall not 
require any handbook to find everything that’s available. Examples of applications are 
provided in the following. 



 
3.4.4 Databases 
The knowledge part of the system is subdivided into 3 databases namely: 
 

• The knowledge database 
• The external database 
• The history database 

 
It is a fact that knowledge is not sustainable. Information received through the internet might 
be invalid after short time. The basic information starting from physics is stored in the 
knowledge database to enable the user to get quick information on basic facts and figures. 
The database can be searched by keywords as usual. Documents in rather short form are 
available which are supported by the references and literature subsequently.  
 
The database for external data provides the opportunity to merge external data received from 
meteorological stations, other databases or any external source with the actual assessment 
process. The target is to fill gaps in the monitoring chain particular on environmental 
conditions. The final target would be to have a standing network an meteorological data input 
that provides sufficient information to cover any new structure to be assessed.  
 
The history database includes all cases performed so far with their results and comments. All 
results are stored in a form that they can be used by any new assessment procedure. A 
combination of previous results with new records is possible and statistics from available 
assessment procedures can be produced. This also allows predictions on results of incoming 
structures, when similar projects have already been performed.  
 
3.4.5 Decision Support System 
Many different applications are available to assess monitoring data. There still exists a wide 
field of open questions where new methodologies will be produced that can be introduced 
into the process. The system is defined by rules, which allow an assessment on finding facts 
in the available data. Some of the methodologies are complementary and it is intended to 
conduct parallel processing and comparison of the results. The building of a mean also might 
make sense in several cases. 
 

 
 



The system is started through a configuration file, where the user is asked which 
methodologies shall be applied and which combinations are desired. A default menu is 
available that directs the user to a standard evaluation. Each assessment step provides 
results which are then stored in the knowledge database for statistical use.  
 
There is an option to go with the process through a neural network that has been trained by 
the previous applications. Nevertheless this step is not yet mature due to not enough training 
possibilities for the network and ongoing development work. It is anticipated that in future 
support can be provided for the user by this system.  
 
3.4.6 Alert System 
Information on the risk level is provided to the user. The system has been chosen in 
connection to alert systems used for natural hazards. Landslide or avalanche alert systems 
know 5 distinct risk levels which are: 
 

Risk Level Why What to do 

Low Info Regular operation 

Moderate Info Long term action 

Considerable Show Development Mid term action 

High Demonstrate Risk Immediate action 

Extreme Show Default Automatic Alert, ACTION 

 
 
The coloring also follows the international practice. When risk level 5 is reached automatic 
action by the system can be triggered. This could be eventual a red traffic light at the 
approach to a bridge monitored. The other risk levels provide information for the operator 
and also ask for his input. As explained in the operation mode the operator has the 
opportunity to interfere with the system here and to add his subjective impression to the 
process. The actions to be performed at each level will have to be defined from case to case. 
It has to be coordinated with the standard procedure of the bridge owners. 
 
The system not only delivers information on the risk level, but also on what this assessment 
has been made on. Eventual outliers or trends will be provided in graphic form to show 
where the threat comes from. Furthermore a direct activation of video images of the critical 
area will be provided if available. It is highly recommended to provide this option in order to 
give the operator an indication what the background of an alarm could be.  
 
When risk level 4 is reached a consultation with an expert is proposed. The alarm is provided 
to the operator, which is asked to consult an expert on the observed phenomena. After that 
the risk level can be up or down graded. This is the only active interference option.  
 



 
 
 
In case of an alarm the system is engaged in various activities which are: 
 

• The relevant information is sent to a number of addresses predefined in the system. 
This includes email but also fax-messages 

• New calculations are performed and the history database is consulted.  
• The respective authorities including civil protection, eventual ambulance 

organizations and traffic authorities are warned.  
• Direct action can be provided on traffic light, hooters or loud loudspeakers, where 

pre-prepared messages can be distributed. 
 
This process has to be well defined for each case separately. The worst incident is a number 
of false alarms, which would lead to the situation that the system is not taken seriously 
anymore and would not trigger action when needed.  
 
3.5 Current Status of the System 
The backbone, namely the databases are erected and are filled consequently. The existing 
data of VCE are inserted step by step. The knowledge base is filled with material, but it will 
take considerably more time to complete it. Other tasks particular in the decision support 
system are approached through international collaboration, where colleagues are invited to 
introduce their methodology into the system. A wide sharing of knowledge would be 
beneficial for every partner.  
 
It is obvious that the system is a living thing. With every improvement the results will be 
better, but also the thresholds might vary. It is the conception that thresholds should not be 
treated totally inflexible and has to be adapted to new knowledge available. This is not a 
contradiction. The learning system shall also allow learning about the best applicable 
threshold values.  
 
 


